Quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulators possess edge states that are topologically protected from backscattering. However, known QSH materials (e.g. HgTe/CdTe and InAs/GaSb quantum wells) exhibit very small energy gap and only work at low temperature, hindering their applications for room temperature devices. Based on the first-principles calculations, we predict a novel family of QSH insulators in monolayer tantalum carbide halide TaCX (X = Cl, Br, and I) with unique rectangular lattice
and large direct energy gaps larger than 0.2 eV, accurately, 0.23−0.36 eV. The mechanism for 2D QSH effect in this system originates from a intrinsic d −d band inversion, different from conventional QSH systems with band inversion between s−p or p−p orbitals. Further, stain and intrinsic electric field can be used to tune the electronic structure and enhance the energy gap. TaCX nanoribbon, which has single-Dirac-cone edge states crossing the bulk band gap, exhibits a linear dispersion with a high Fermi velocity comparable to that of graphene. These 2D materials with considerable nontrivial gaps promise great application potential in the new generation of dissipationless electronics and spintronics.
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Quantum spin Hall insulator, Tantalum Carbide Halide, Gapless edge states, Band inversion, First-principles calculations Two-dimensional (2D) topological insulators (TIs), also known as Quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulators, characterized by an insulating bulk and fully spin-polarized gapless helical edge states without backscattering at the sample boundaries, are protected by timereversal symmetry and thus are promising for achieving dissipationless transport devices.
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Compared to three-dimensional (3D) TIs with the surface states only projected from exact 180
• C backscattering and suffering from other angles' scattering, the electrons with opposite spins in 2D TIs can only move along two directions and free from backscattering caused by nonmagnetic defects, thus holding the unique advantages and more promising application for next-generation non-dissipative spintronic devices. A large bulk band gap is critical for the application of QSH insulators in spintronic devices operating at room temperature.
So far the already realized 2D TIs exist in two quantum well systems, HgTe/CdTe 3,4 and InAs/GaSb. 5, 6 However, such QSH insulators exhibit energy gaps in the order of magnitude of 10 meV and are usually observed in experiment only at ultra-high vacuum and extremely low temperature, 
Results and Discussion
The ternary tantalum carbide halides (TaCX, X around Ta−C bonds. Meanwhile, the C-p z is also found to partially deplete and delocalized over the Ta−C bonds. Such a delocalization between d z 2 and p z is crucial to stabilizing the quasiplanar tetracoordinate atoms, because it not only weakens atomic activity in forming out-of-plane bonds but also strengthens in-plane Ta-C bonds, in analogy to that in t-TiC monolayer. 20 The role of halogen atom X is used to saturate the dangling bonds from re- 
33
As we can see the strain-induced band inversion in TaCX, it is quite crucial to check the robustness of topological nature against external strain. We impose biaxial strain on the 2D planes of these systems by turning the planar lattice parameter. The magnitude of strain is described by = ∆a/a 0 . Here, a 0 and a = ∆a + a 0 denotes the lattice parameters of the unstrained and strained systems, respectively. The products of the parity eigenvalues at the four TRIM points and the feature of evolution of Wannier centers are not destroyed in the range of −8% to 6%, −8% to 6% and −8% to 6% for TaCCl, TaCBr and TaCI The inverted bands between Ta-d orbitals within unwell-separated two atomic planes sandwiched between two X atom layers offer a facile approach to modulate the topological band gap. For instance, by substituting the halogen atom (X) by another halogen atom (X') in one of outer halogen layers so as to generate a non-centro-symmetric structure TaCXX', the in-phase alignment of the dipoles within X and X' atom layers along z axis can be achieved, equivalent to applying an intrinsic electric field perpendicular to the xy plane.
The electronic structure of TaCXX' shows that the nontrivial band gap has a tunability by 30-70 meV ( Figure S2 and Table 1 ). The nontrivial topological feature still exist in these three TaCXX' monolayers, guaranteed by the evolution of Wannier certers ( Figure S3 ) and topologically protected edge states ( Figure S4 ), further confirming the robustness of topology in TaCXX' subjected to an intrinsic electric field.
In summary, monolayer TaCX 
Methods
Ground-state atomic structures of all Tantalum Carbide Halides TaCX were fully relaxed using first-principles calculations density functional theory (DFT) implemented within the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP). 40 The exchange correlation interaction is treated within the generalized gradient approximation(GGA), 41 which is parametrized by the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE). 42 An energy cutoff of 500 eV was used in all calculations. All the atoms in the unit cell were fully relaxed until the maximum residual force force on each atom was less than 0.01 eV/Å. In the structural relaxation and the stationary self-consistent-field calculation, k-point grids with 0.025 and 0.015Å −1 spacing were adopted, respectively. A large vacuum region of more than 15Åwas applied to the plane normal direction in order to minimize image interactions from the periodic boundary condi- 
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Based on the first-principles calculations, we predict a novel family of twodimensional (2D) QSH materials in monolayer tantalum carbide halides TaCX (X=Cl, Br, and I) with large nontrivial gaps of 0.23−0.36 eV.
A novel d-d band inversion is responsible for the 2D QSH effect, distinctive from conventional band inversion between s-p orbitals, or p-p orbitals. Stain and intrinsics electric field can be used to tune the electronic structure and enhance the energy gap. TaCX nanoribbon, which has single-Dirac-cone edge states crossing the bulk band gap, exhibits a linear dispersions with a high Fermi velocity comparable to that of graphene.
